This paper describes the design and analysis of a new method to integrate measurements from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and inertial navigation systems (INS). The tight integration scheme aims at facilitating safety risk evaluation while exploiting complementary properties of LiDAR and INS. In particular, INS is used to improve LiDAR prediction of position and orientation (or pose), thereby reducing the risk of incorrectly associating scanned features with mapped landmarks. Moreover, LiDAR pose estimation updates can limit the drift of INS errors over time.
Introduction
This work aims at quantifying safety risks in navigation systems using light detection and ranging (LiDARor laser scanner) and inertial navigation systems (INS) for automated vehicle applications. Navigation safety is measured in terms of 'integrity', a performance measure used in civilian aviation. Integrity is a measure of trust in sensor information. Integrity requirements can be set independently of navigation system and vehicle design.
Over the past 30 years, several integrity risk evaluation methods have been developed in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)-based aviation applications to ensure the safety of passengers and pilots [1, 2] . However, the same methods do not directly apply to highly automated vehicles (HAV) because GNSS signals cannot be reliably tracked on the ground. Buildings and trees can alter or block satellite signals.
Other types of sensors such as LiDARs, radars or cameras are needed for HAV navigation. This work focuses on LiDARs because of their prevalence in HAVs. Each individual LiDAR data-point carries little useful navigation information. Raw LiDAR data must be pre-processed before being sent to a 'pose' estimator (pose stands for position and orientation). Two pre-estimator procedures can be conducted: feature extraction (FE) and data association (DA). The purpose of FE is to find consistently recognizable and viewpoint-invariant landmarks. Landmark features should be detectable and distinguishable in successive scans. DA assigns these extracted features to assumed landmarks in the estimation process. Finding the correct ordering between extracted features and stored (or mapped) landmarks is essential: incorrect associations can result in navigation errors that can compromise system integrity [3, 4] . FE and DA can be challenging in the presence of sensor uncertainty. This is why many sophisticated algorithms have been devised [5] [6] [7] [8] . But, these do not assess the risk of incorrect association.
Relevant approaches in multi-target tracking describe methods to evaluate the probability of correct association in the presence of measurement uncertainty [6, [9] [10] [11] . However, these algorithms are not well suited for safety-critical HAV applications due to their lack of prediction capability, to approximations that do not necessarily upper-bound risks, and to high computational loads. Also, the risk of FE is not addressed. Overall, research on integrity and continuity of FE and DA is sparse. This paper builds upon prior work in [12] [13] [14] , where we developed an analytical integrity risk prediction method for FE and DA. At the FE step, we established a probabilistic normalized separation metric between landmarks ensuring that they could be reliably and quantifiably distinguished from each other. The ability to distinguish landmarks is instrumental to prevent incorrect associations. We then derived a multiple-hypothesis EKF innovation-based DA process. The EKF innovation-based DA method in [12] [13] [14] provides the means to evaluate the probability of incorrect associations while considering all potential measurement permutations (i.e., all potential incorrect associations). This method was used to establish an analytical bound on the integrity risk of laser-based pose estimation over successive iterations. In addition, references [12, 13] showed that the probability of incorrect association could quickly grow in the presence of poorly distinguishable landmarks. One approach to mitigate this problem is to select a subset of features sensed by the LiDAR in the environment [14, 15] . But, subset selection reduces the number of redundant associations, and reduces the ability to detect unwanted, unmapped landmarks in view of the LiDAR [14] .
As an alternative to landmark selection, integration of LiDAR with INS can help improve pose prediction, and hence increase the success rate of EKF innovation-based data associations. Prior work on LiDAR/INS integration includes loose and tight coupling schemes primarily aimed at using INS to coast between LiDAR pose updates and at using LIDAR updates to calibrate INS biases [16] . One implementation also uses the INS to determine the laser scanner's tilt angle [17, 18] . In this implementation, the INS calibration is performed in the laser's extracted feature measurement domain rather than in the pose domain. To our knowledge, risk evaluation for LiDAR/INS is not addressed in the literature.
In response, in this paper, we develop a tightly-integrated LiDAR/INS pose estimation process, which is designed to enable integrity risk quantification while reducing the risk of incorrect association.
The first part of the paper describes the tightly-integrated LiDAR/INS method. Non-linear continuous-time process and measurement equations are derived, linearized, and discretized The second part of the paper provides an overview of the multiple-hypothesis DA risk evaluation method [10] . The focus of the description is on the contribution of INS measurements for the innovation-based nearest-neighbor association criterion. In a third part of the paper, we present simulation results and analyses. A covariance analysis is carried out for an example scenario of a vehicle equipped with a LiDAR/INS system driving by two landmarks.
INS/ LiDAR Tight Coupling

INS Measurement model
In this section, continuous-time equations are derived for a strapdown INS fixed to an HAV following the same steps as in [19, 20] . The discrete-time equations are given in Appendix A.
Nonlinear HAV Acceleration Equation
The first step in modeling INS measurements is to define HAV trajectory state parameters and reference coordinate frames. INS accelerometers measure vehicle acceleration with respect to the inertial frame (labeled 'I') and HAV position and orientation must be expressed in the navigation frame 'N' (for example, in the East, North, Up directions). HAV motion is described relative to the earth frame 'E', which is earth-centered, earth-fixed. In addition, the INS is fixed in the HAV body frame 'B', which can be oriented along the vehicle's maximum moment of inertia axes as described in [17, 18] .
We use the Newton and Euler method to describe the translational and rotational motion of the HAV. The vehicle's velocity with respect to earth frame 'E' differentiated with respect to navigation frame 'N' (derivative of ground velocity with respect to navigation frame) is expressed as [19] :
where t is time (to indicate continuous-time variables in contrast with discrete-time expressions later in the derivation) nd SM
In equation (2), BI (t)
f is the true value of the specific force which is not known. The INS measures the specific force, and this raw measurement is noted BI (t) f . Equation (2) expresses the fact that the accelerometer scale factor and misalignment matrices affect the measured specific force. Manufacturers usually provide estimates of these parameters. Scale factor and misalignment errors are corrected in BI (t) f , which is the vector used in practice as accelerometer output.
The time-varying part of the accelerometer bias a (t) b can be modeled as a first order Gauss Markov Random Process (GMRP) [19, 21] , and the continuous-time can be written as:
where a  is the GMRP time constant a n is the GMRP driving white noise
The discrete-time forms of equations (2) to (4) are provided in Appendix A. In equations (2) to (4), subscript 'a' stands for accelerometer. We can write the same equations for the angular velocity vector of the body frame with respect to the inertial frame B IB ω which is measured by gyroscopes.
Linearized INS Equations
The INS equation's state parameters include HAV position, velocity, orientation, and INS biases. The continuous-time state propagation model is linearized using a first order Taylor series expansion about reference state parameter values [3] . We use the notation ' δ ' to indicate deviations of state parameters relative to the reference values. Using INS measurement error equations (3) and (6) and accelerometer and gyro bias equations (4) and (7), we can write a continuous-time linearized state propagation model as:
where N B
C is the transformation matrix from body to navigation frame [19] ,  is the skew symmetric matrix of arbitrary vector A.
The discrete-time form of equation (8) is provided in Appendix A. It can be expressed as:
is the state transition matrix between time step k and k+1.
LiDAR Measurement Model
A LiDAR emits laser beams at regular angular intervals and collects light returns after reflection on nearby objects. [13] Signal time to return is used for measuring the distance between the scanner and the objects. LiDAR accuracy depends on its distance to the object, on surface properties of the object and on the angle of incidence of the beam on the target surface. Feature extraction and data association are pre-estimator processes that help exploit raw LiDAR measurements. Feature extraction aims at determining consistently identifiable landmark features (e.g., the axis of a cylinder for a lamp-pole or treetrunk). Data association assigns the extracted features to the corresponding landmark states. Figure 2 shows a 2D model of a vehicle and a landmarks labeled 'i'. d i is the range measurement between the LiDAR and landmark i , and θ i is the bearing measurement for the same landmark. Let n L be the number of landmarks in view of the LiDAR: i ranges from 1 to n L . 
Additional parameters in our LiDAR/INS state space realization will include the HAV position x in navigation frame and its orientation e (also appearing in equation (8)), which are expressed as:
The non-linear LiDAR ranging and angular measurements are respectively given by:
where θ d υ and υ are feature measurement errors assumed zero-mean normally distributed.
The nonlinear measurement equation can be written as:
where k x is the state vector including HAV position, velocity and orientation states, INS biases, and landmark features. ). The problem of data association is further described in Section 3.
We can linearize equation (18) 
where the coefficient matrices
F are defined in Appendix B.
LiDAR / INS integration
This section describes the integration of INS with LiDAR. The INS state parameters, which include vehicle position, velocity, orientation, accelerometer and gyro biases in equation (11) are augmented with the landmark feature parameters in equation (13), as already shown in equation (21) . The state propagation equation for the integrated INS/LiDAR system is: 
Equations (21) and (22) are the integrated LiDAR/INS state space realization.
Integrity Risk Evaluation through Correct and Incorrect Data Association
HAV State Estimation
Assume that we have be the n1  LiDAR measurement vector in (18) . We assume that k z is normally distributed with mean k z and covariance matrix k V . We use the notation:
Equation (18) was linearized using the predicted state vector k
x . This process can be described using the following equations [22] :
where the observation matrix k H is the measurement-to-state coefficient matrix given in equation (21) . Using the same notations of equation (23), equation (21) takes the form:
where we defined:
The state propagation equation (22) is expressed in the form:
where k k N( , ) w 0 W .
State prediction and estimation vectors and error covariance matrices are obtained recursively using a Kalman filter:
γ is the innovation vector under correct association, which is given by:
In addition, the state estimation error vector is expressed as:
We consider an HAV application where the primary concern is to keep the vehicle inside a lane. Therefore, the positioning error in the direction perpendicular to the lane is of main interest, and is called the hazard state parameter. We can isolate the hazard state parameter estimation error using the following equation:
T kkδ
where α is a vector with zeros elements except a one for East direction (in a North-South road). Let 2 k σ be the variance of the estimation error for the state of interest, then under the correct association hypothesis we can write ) σ N(0, x δ 2 k k [24] .
Innovation-Based Data Association
LiDAR measurements k z are arranged in an arbitrary order at time step k. If L n landmarks are visible, then there are ) ! (n L potential ways for assigning the measurements to landmarks in the EKF, i.e., to state parameters [12] . Incorrect association (IA) happens when the order of measurements is not the same as the assumed order of landmarks in the EKF. We consider all possible orderings of measurements ) ( k The innovation vector k i, γ will affect the EKF through equation (27) . Only in case of correct association is the mean of the innovation vector zero. Any other (incorrect) association causes the mean of the innovation vector to be non-zero. Thus, the innovation vector is a good indicator of incorrect association. The innovation vector can be expressed as [22] :
and where k i, A are n×n permutation matrices for h 0,..., i  . It is worth noting that the state prediction vector k x in equations (28) and (31) will be much more accurate using an INS than using a basic HAV kinematic model as in [22] . We will leverage this effect to reduce the risk of incorrect associations in Section 4.
In case of incorrect association, there is a shift i,k y in the mean of innovation vector. This shift is zero for the correct association hypothesis. The data association criterion is defined as:
Integrity Risk equation
The integrity risk ) P(HMI k or probability of hazardous misleading information (HMI) is the probability of the HAV being outside of a specified alert limit box when the vehicle position is estimated to be inside this box. [1] [2] [3] 12 ]. An analytical bound on the integrity risk that considers all possible incorrect associations is expressed as [23] : can be determined at FE, and represents the minimum value of the mean landmark feature separation at time step j .
[23]
can be determined at DA, and is defined to account for the worst-case projection of the FE's separation vector into the DA's innovation space. [23] 
Covariance analysis and integrity risk evaluation
In this section, we consider the simulation scenario of an HAV roving northwards between two landmarks. We analyze the sensitivity of integrity monitoring performance when using LiDAR only versus using the LiDAR/INS scheme described in Section 2. In particular, we quantify the reduction in risk of incorrect association brought by INS data. 2474 Figure 2 represents the two landmarks with black, and the vehicle with black triangle markers. The vehicle starts its trajectory from point (0, 0) and travels 35 meters northwards while passing by the landmarks. LiDAR specifications and other simulation settings can be found in Table. 1. LiDAR-only is used to simultaneously estimate HAV and landmark positions using a SLAM-like method [5, 22, 24, 25] .
Traveling through two landmark scenario
Table 1 LiDAR Simulation Parameters
In Figure 3 , the LiDAR/INS implementation described in Section 2 is evaluated for the same HAV trajectory and landmark geometry as in Figure 2 (landmark separation distance of 6.4 meters). Table 2 describes the INS parameter values used in this simulation. In Figure 3 
Conclusion
This paper describes a LiDAR/INS integration method that enables integrity risk evaluation. We implemented a Kalman filter innovation-based risk evaluation method to account for all possible incorrect associations affecting LiDAR-based navigation. Performance evaluations showed that landmarks located at close distance from each other could cause significant risk of incorrect association. For an example scenario, we quantified the reduction in incorrect association risk and integrity risk provided by our LiDAR/INS integration scheme as compared to a LiDAR-only implementation.
Appendix A
This appendix describes discrete-time, linearized equations for vehicle dynamics and INS errors.
Nonlinear Vehicle Dynamics Equations:
The continuous, nonlinear equations for the HAV velocity vector ) t ( can be written as [19, 20] :
In the following equations, we determine the discrete-time time-propagation of the rotation matrix between body and navigation frames ( Next, we write the discrete-time form of the first term in equation (A.1), which is the integral of the specific force with respect to inertial frame. E k u is the change in vehicle velocity with respect to the earth from k t to k+1 t , and it is expressed as: 
